
*Note by Clerk, PAC:  Attachment F not attached. 
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Appendix 
 

Public Accounts Committee 
Consideration of Chapter 3 of the Director of Audit’s Report No. 63 

New Civil Aviation Department Headquarters 
 

The following information was provided to facilitate the Committee’s 
consideration of Chapter 3 of the Director of Audit’s Report No. 63.  The 
relevant paragraph numbers of Chapter 3 are indicated in the corresponding part 
for easy reference. 

 
Provision of reserve space for future expansion 
 
(a) and (b) based on what information and reasons CAD considered that the 

cost of building the 1,500 m² was insignificant (Paragraph 2.16) 
and the reasons why the additional expansion area of the 
1,500 m² was not mentioned in the Administration’s paper for the 
Finance Committee in January 2008 (Paragraph 2.17) 

 
2.  Given that, at the time in preparing the Legislative Council (LegCo) 
submissions, the understanding was that provision should be included in the 
building’s foundation and design to provide flexibility for future expansion, the 
Civil Aviation Department (CAD) considered that the provision would not incur 
significant costs.  As such, and since the provision was an undesignated 
expansion area not correlated to any approved future manpower provision for 
carrying out intended activities at the time, the submission to the LegCo Panel 
on Economic Services and the LegCo Finance Committee had only mentioned 
that additional space had been earmarked in the building to cater for further 
expansion requirements arising from the growth in air traffic. 

 
 

(c) the progress and timeframe of the overall review of the space utilisation of 
the CAD premises (Paragraph 2.26 (c) and 2.30) 

 
3.   The overall review of the space utilization of the CAD premises is 
under way and is anticipated to be completed by end January 2015.  The 
review results will be submitted to the Government Property Agency (GPA) for 
approval.   
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(d)  all relevant records on the request made by CAD to the GPA, THB and 
the PVC for an additional reserve area of the 1,500 m² for expansion in 
the new CAD HQ to cater for air traffic growth beyond 2025 (Paragraph 
2.5), and their replies 

 
4. At the LegCo Economic Services Panel meeting held in February 2007, 
Members expressed general support to the project, and urged that sufficient 
space be provided in the new CAD Headquarters (HQ) building to cater for 
future expansion commensurate with the forecast air traffic growth.  CAD had 
subsequently met with GPA and reiterated the importance that sufficient space 
be reserved for future expansion taking into consideration the industry’s fast 
pace of growth and the inherent limitations if sufficient reserve was not 
provided during construction.  While there were no records of discussions 
between GPA and CAD, the relevant correspondence is at Attachment A.  The 
discussions were also reported at an internal meeting, namely the Steering 
Committee of the New CAD Building Project, held on 28 June 2007 (extract of 
the relevant minutes is at Attachment B).  A draft memo for THB was 
prepared by CAD to be submitted to the Property Vetting Committee (at 
Attachment C). 
 
 
(e) all relevant records relating to the request made by CAD to ArchSD for 

building the extra the 1,500 m² area for future expansion (Paragraph 2.6) 
 
5. The relevant extracts of the Employer’s Requirements (ER) provided 
by CAD to ArchSD on 3 October 2007 is in Attachment D.   
 
 
(f)  how did CAD work out the 3,239.3 m² and the 1,500 m² areas provided for 

future expansion?  Please provide relevant guidelines or criteria and the 
estimated timeframe for utilisation of these areas (Paragraph 2.9 and 
Table 2) 

 
6. The expansion areas of 3,239.3 m² were worked out having due regard 
to the future accommodation requirement arising from the projected growth in 
air traffic up to at least 2025 as well as the additional area required to cater for 
the future in-situ equipment replacement for our operational centres.   
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7. As stated in Table 2 of the Audit Report, the 3,239.3 m² expansion area 
consist of a total of seven different items, namely ATC Centre (540 m²), 
Supporting equipment, systems and facilities of the ATC Centre (1,200 m²), 
Aircraft Search and Rescue Coordination Centre (100 m²), Aeronautical 
Network Centre (160 m²), Training and Examination Facilities (464 m²), 
Operational Evaluation, Research and Development Facilities (400 m²) and 
Ancillary Facilities (375.3 m²).  The same information had been set out in the 
Supplementary Information included as “Note For Public Works Subcommittee”.  
For ease of reference, it is included as Attachment E.  Part of the above 
expansion area has already been utilized for its intended purpose.  We have 
also made use of the relevant area as temporary storage for Phase 2 equipment 
of the new ATC system project.  
 
8. For the 1,500 m², it was an estimate of expansion requirement based on 
6% of the proposed SoA of 25,380 m².  The 6% estimate was adopted on the 
basis of the general trend of growth in aircraft movement in early 2000’s. 
 
9. On 24 October 2014, the PVC approved the CAD’s request to use 
926 m² of the 1,500 m² reserve area for accommodating 119 additional staff.  
As for the remaining 574 m², the CAD has requested the assistance from GPA to 
identify other interim users. 
 
 
Control over deviation from approved schedule of accommodation 
 
(g) why had CAD not subsequently followed up the request for shower 

facilities in the DGCA’s Office with GPA (Paragraph 3.4) 
 
10. After submitting the Employer’s Requirement to ArchSD on 3 October 
2007, the CAD Project Team had focused on the funding application processes.  
Coupled with the lack of proper coordination and internal communication and 
the related heavy workload, the CAD Project Team had overlooked its 
follow-up action with GPA on this issue. 
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(h) how did CAD determine the converted use of the space of 70 m² originally 
planned for use as a viewing gallery to a multi-function room (Paragraph 
3.6 and 3.17) 

 
11. As stated at para 3.7 of the Audit Report, a room along the education 
path was planned to serve as a tower simulator viewing gallery to enable 
visitors to view the air traffic control training in progress inside the simulator.  
During the detailed design stage of the tower simulator and the viewing gallery 
in late 2010, it was noted that due to a different technology adopted for the new 
simulator, visitors would not be able to view through a glass panel the training 
sessions in the originally planned viewing gallery which was one floor above 
the tower simulator.  In discussing the design of the viewing gallery among 
CAD, ArchSD and the Design and Build (D&B) Contractor, the CAD Project 
Team initiated to enhance the overall functions of the area and to introduce 
more flexibilities in its utilization, hence the multi-function room concept.  
Apart from entertaining visitors for screen presentation of ATC tower simulator 
training and holding meetings, mirrors with retractable blinds and timber floor 
were adopted to facilitate staff recreational activities.  Such changes were 
concluded on the basis that no additional cost would be incurred.  CAD 
recognizes that such enhancement was in fact a change of usage of the area and 
CAD should have applied to GPA for approval in the first place.  
 
 
(i) the reasons by CAD in November 2007 amended the room data sheet such 

that the schedule of accommodation for accident investigators consisted of 
six rest rooms (Paragraph 3.10(c) and (d)) 

 
12. The room data sheet (RDS) was amended in November 2007.  
However, as the CAD Project Team had focused on the funding application 
processes, and coupled with the lack of proper coordination and internal 
communication, the Team had overlooked its follow-up action with GPA on this 
issue.   
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Provision of furniture and equipment 
 
(j)  the reasons for the delay of 21 months in seeking approval from FSTB for 

the purchase of security and electronic systems (Paragraph 4.4) 
 
13.  CAD considered that the delay was due to lack of communication 
between CAD (as user department) and ArchSD (as Controlling Officer and 
Project Manager of the new CAD HQ Project). 
 
14. The security and electronic systems were included in the scope of 
works of the D&B contract in order to enable better design integration between 
the building and the systems, better cost control, and more assurance on the 
timely completion of the building for occupation.  Based on the advice from 
ArchSD, CAD was given to understand that the contractor was required to 
submit the design to CAD for comment and then to the ArchSD for approval in 
two stages, in accordance with the requirements of D&B contract. The first 
stage is “Approval In Principle” (AIP), in which the contractor prepared the 
overall design concepts and layouts to meet the user requirements of CAD for 
future operation of the building. After AIP stage, the contractor further 
developed the design in more details, e.g. detailed design of different systems, 
device and location, etc. in accordance with the CAD's operational requirements 
and comments during “Detail Design Approval” (DDA) stage to meet CAD's 
operational need.  Therefore sufficient design details could only be available at 
the end of the DDA stage for F&E vetting by FSTB.  The New CAD HQ was a 
complicated project and the DDA stage took about 20 months after contract 
award to complete.  CAD had endeavoured to submit the application as soon 
as possible.  
 
 
(k)  the relevant extracts of the tender documents relating to the procurement 

of the security and electronic systems (Paragraph 4.4) 
 
15. Relevant extracts of the tender documents is at Attachment F.   
 
 
 
 
 
*Note by Clerk, PAC:  Attachment F not attached. 
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(l) the equipment list for the multi-media presentation system which was 
approved by FSTB in September 2010 (Paragraph 4.8) 

   
16.  The equipment list for the multi-media presentation system which was 
approved by the FSTB in September 2010 as follows – 
 

• 30 November 2009 – Memo to FSTB – 3075KA New CAD Headquarters 
Building – Procurement of Furniture and Equipment Items – Electronic 
Systems (Attachment G) 

• Equipment list for the multi-media presentation system submitted to the 
FSTB for approval  (Attachment H)  

• 3 September 2010 – Memo from FSTB – Approval of F&E Application – 
3075KA New CAD Headquarters Building – Non-standard Furniture and 
Equipment – Electronic Systems (Attachment I) 

 
 
(m) the process which led to the decision to purchase 79 LCD video display 

units for the multi-media presentation system and the final approving 
authority (Paragraph 4.8(a) and (b)) 

 
17. In regard to the procurement of LCD video display units and concerned 
requirements, the CAD has entrusted the Electrical and Mechanical Services 
Trading Fund (EMSTF) to be the project implementation agent, which was also 
our in-house technical service provider for electrical, mechanical and electronic 
equipment.  Based on the divisional operational requirements consolidated by 
the CAD project team and the CAD HQ room data sheets, the EMSTF prepared 
the preliminary design in early 2011, and conducted several briefing sessions to 
various user divisions of the CAD to collect their feedback.  The quantities and 
requirements of the LCD video display units and projectors were reviewed and 
adjusted in consultation with EMSTF before incorporating into the tender 
document “Provision of AV Facilities for the New CAD Headquarters Building”.  
After consulting the CAD project team on whether the tender document could 
satisfy the user requirements and upon confirming of funding, the EMSTF 
followed the Government “Stores and Procurement Regulations” (SPR) to invite 
tenders and approve the award of contract.  The works contract was awarded in 
October 2011. 
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(n) the criteria adopted by CAD to review the operational needs for LCD video 
display units purchased for the multi-media presentation system 
(Paragraph 4.8(c)) 

 
18. The criteria adopted by CAD project team to review the operational 
needs for LCD video display units for the multi-media presentation system 
included divisional operational requirements, room layout and size, professional 
advice from the EMSTF, etc, for coming up with procurement quantities and 
concerned requirements.  For the needs of the conference rooms, CAD 
generally considered that for each of the small conference room should have 
either 1 LCD video display unit or 1 projector.  For medium conference room, 
depending on the room layout, seating arrangements and operational needs, 1 
LCD video display unit and 1 projector were appropriate.  For each of the large 
conference room, depending on the room layout, seating arrangements and 
operational needs, a combination of multiple LCD video display units and/or 
multiple projectors were appropriate.  
  
 
(o) the size of the seven LCD video display units purchased for upgrading 

purpose (Paragraph 4.2) 
 
19. The size of the seven LCD video display units purchased for upgrading 
purpose included five numbers of 46” LCD video display units and two 
numbers of 55” LCD video display units. 
 
 
Provision and utilization of car parking spaces 
 
(p) the measures that CAD would take to put the under-utilised parking spaces 

into gainful use (Paragraphs 5.15 and 5.18) 
 
20. The CAD has requested the assistance from GPA to identify other 
government users to make use of our car parking spaces.  In addition, part of 
the parking area could be converted for storage purpose if necessary to facilitate 
their identification of interim users.  Both measures should be able to put the 
under-utilised parking spaces into gainful use.  At present, progress has been 
made, and potential users are considering the feasibility of taking up the spaces.  
CAD will continue to work with GPA on this.  Furthermore, CAD expected 
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that the utilization of the parking spaces in the new CAD HQ will increase 
further after the new Air Traffic Control (ATC) Centre commences operation 
when the CAD ATC staff and related service providers have moved into the 
CAD HQ building. 
 
 
Others 
 
(q)  composition of the dedicated project team and whether the team had 

fulfilled its duties in overseeing the preparation and implementation of 
the new CAD HQ project effectively 

 
21. To ensure the smooth and timely implementation of the New CAD HQ 
Project, a dedicated Project Team headed by an Assistant Director-General of 
Civil Aviation (ADGCA) was established on 1 October 2007, following the 
approval obtained for the ADGCA post from the Finance Committee of the 
Legislative Council in May 2007.  The ADGCA post was created between 
2007 and 2013, while 21 team members’ civil service posts, including 19 Air 
Traffic Control Officers and 2 Electronics Engineers, were created on a 
time-limited basis with resources allocated through the internal resource 
allocation exercise of the Government.  Other team members were serving 
civil service staff temporarily redeployed within the CAD or appointed on 
non-civil service contract terms for various periods.  In addition, a Senior 
Architect and a Senior Electrical and Mechanical Engineer were temporarily 
seconded from the Architectural Services Department and the Electrical and 
Mechanical Services Department respectively to support the Project Team with 
their professional advice. 
 
22. For CAD staff, the new CAD HQ is an unprecedented building project.  
We note and agree that there are areas of non-compliance as revealed in the 
Audit Report and will take corresponding improvement measures.  However, 
the fact that the new CAD HQ Building Project was completed as scheduled 
and within the approved budget, and the Department has been operating 
smoothly in the past two years since the office relocation in 2012, should also 
be attributed to the concerted efforts of the whole Project Team to dutifully 
oversee and coordinate the preparation and implementation of every task of the 
project.  
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23.  The time-limited ADGCA post was created from 1 October 2007 to 
31 March 2013.  During the 5 years 6 months period, the post holder had 
undertaken duties in accordance with the Job Description in the discussion 
paper to the Panel on Economic Services (Annex D of R63/4/INFO3), as 
highlighted below – 
 

(i) The ADGCA was the head of the Project Team to oversee and 
co-ordinate implementation of the new CAD HQ Building Project.  In 
view of the scale and complexity of the Project, 16 functional task 
forces were established to take care of significant aspects of the Project 
in order to ensure its smooth implementation.  A full list is at 
Attachment J.  
 

(ii) The ADGCA kept close contacts with all relevant bureaux/departments 
and non-government organizations for implementation of the project.  
As revealed in the Audit Report, some of the deficiencies might have 
been avoided if areas of uncertainties would be sorted out with relevant 
bureaux/departments in a timely manner.  In this aspect, there was 
room for improvement. 
 

(iii) The ADGCA coordinated divisional inputs and liaised closely with 
relevant bureaux/departments to ensure timely preparation of the 
various tender documents, assessment of bids received and award of 
the tenders for the project.  However, some of the deficiencies 
mentioned in the audit report were due to the oversight of the Project 
Team in the course of coordinating divisional inputs for preparing and 
finalising the SoA.  Besides, there were rooms for improvement in the 
checking process of our proposed items against the final approval 
granted.   
 

(iv) The ADGCA coordinated divisional efforts to ensure proper 
accommodation and security for the new Air Traffic Control Centre 
(ATCC) in the new CAD HQ.  Due to the postponement of the 
operation of the new ATCC, the ADGCA could not complete the 
formulation and implementation of the transition plan for the existing 
ATC system before the post lapsed on 31 March 2013. 
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(v) The ADGCA monitored throughout the entire stage of building 
construction for early detection and rectification of any slippage, 
whether the design was consistent with the Employer’s Requirement 
and any building defects to ensure that the building was completed on 
time and to the satisfaction of the Department. 
 

(vi) The ADGCA provided inputs and steer in formulating the building 
management contract which covered building management, 
maintenance and security aspects.  The ADGCA was also the 
Chairperson of the selection board of service providers. 
 

(vii) The ADGCA provided periodic reports on the progress of the project to 
the Director-General of Civil Aviation and Deputy Director-General of 
Civil Aviation, as well as the housekeeping bureau. 
 

(viii) The ADGCA conducted briefing sessions with the industry players like 
 International Air Transport Association, Board of Airline 
 Representatives, and the Hong Kong-based airlines and aircraft 
 engineering companies so as to keep them informed of the progress of 
 the Project and the new ATC system, and seek to address their concerns 
 thereof. 
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Appendix G 

附件 G 
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 Attachment J 
附件 J 

A List of 16 Task Forces 
16 個工作小組名單 

 
1 Project Coordination  
 計劃協調 

2 Air Traffic Control Working Environment   
 空管的工作環境 

3 Air Traffic Control Systems and Facilities   
 空管系統和設施 

4 Air Traffic Control Training and Manpower Plan  
 空管培訓和人力資源計劃 

5 Airspace Management and Flight Procedures  
 空域管理和飛行程序 

6 Environment and Synergy  
 環境和協同作用 

7 Design & Infrastructure  
 設計和基礎設施 

8 Security and Safety   
 保安和安全 

9 IT and Application of Advanced Technology  
 資訊科技和先進技術的應用 

10 Conference, Training Facilities and Accommodation  
 會議，培訓設施和辦公地方 

11 Transition and Relocation Arrangement  
 過渡和搬遷安排 

12 Resource Allocation 
 資源分配 

13 Administration and Staff Establishment  
 行政和人員編制 

14 Accident Investigation 
 意外事故調查 

15 Corporate Relations   
 機構公關 

16 Integration and Coordination on Operational Requirements   
 運作要求的整合及協調 
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